
MODULE 4, SESSION 3 

Examples of Headlines 



What You’ll Learn: 
»  How I came up with dozens of headlines in a variety of genres  
»  How to practice getting better at headlines  
»  Why better headlines need to become a part of your business 

right now 



Don’t Just Copy 
»  Here come a lot of examples  
»  Copying, pasting, and editing won’t give you the skill  
»  Absorb and practice on your own to get the most creative (and 

lucrative) benefit 



Romance 
»  He hunted for beauty. He wasn’t prepared for love. 
»  A power she was never supposed to have. A demon she was 

never supposed to love.  
»  A proper young widow. A reformed rake. Let the game of love 

begin. 



Mystery/Thriller 
»  Good houseguests don’t get accused of murder… 
»  LA gets a little hotter when there’s blood on the streets… 
»  The public loves a good war game. Until simulations become 

the real thing… 
 



Sci-Fi 
»  A mysterious warning. An impending alien invasion. Only one 

chance for survival. 
»  Galactic war has torn their lives apart. Will their last ditch plan 

prevent annihilation or doom them all? 
»  Hostile aliens nearly eradicated humanity. Will the next 

encounter finish the job? 



Fantasy 
»  The gods are angry. His friend is dying. One cure could undo 

the world… 
»  When a mythical world threatens everything, an unlikely hero 

must join the battle… 
»  True love. Incredible power. Devastating war. 



Young Adult 
»  Four first-year wizarding students are the world’s only chance 

at stopping an unimaginable evil… 
»  Murderous thugs. A possessed cheerleader. Good thing this 

nerd has superpowers. 
»  A voice. A medium. A haunted Scottish castle in Missouri?! 
 



Nonfiction 
»  Have your leadership skills been called into question? Tap into your 

unknown superpowers to become a world-class leader! 
»  Is your teen prepared for the real world of personal communication? Set 

your kids up to succeed with the lost art of social skills.  
»  Want to improve your ability to lead? Unlock your potential and 

transform the world. 



More Headline Examples  
»  Look at blogs, news sites, and advertisements 
»  Start listening to headlines on commercials and in your 

everyday life  
»  Try out headlines in your work emails and with your family 



Practice Makes Permanent 
»  If you listen to this module and do nothing, you’ll be missing 

out  
»  You can get significantly better at this 
»  Adam Croft’s success shows it’s worth all the time you put in  



You Could Skip It All 
»  The rest of the course is awesome 
»  But if you get headlines right, you’ll see 80% of the copywriting 

benefits 
»  I beg of you… 
»  Please work on strengthening your headlines  



Recap  
»  I gave you a variety of examples to play with (but not to copy)  
»  Look for headlines out in the real world 
»  Better headlines are a shortcut to success 



Homework  
»  Write 20 headlines for one of your books 
»  Share them ALL in a post in the Facebook Group 
»  Comment on another headline-related post in the group  


